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ABSTRACT. The Radon-Nikodym theorems of Segal and Zaanen are

principally concerned with the classification of those measures p. for

which any X« p. is given in the form

(i) KA) = fAgd^

for all sets  A  of finite  p. measure.

This paper is concerned with the characterization of those pairs  X , p.

for which the equality (i) holds for every measurable set  A, and intro-

duces a notion of compatibility that essentially solves this problem.  In

addition, some applications are made to Radon-Nikodym theorems for reg-

ular Borel measures.

1. Introduction. The sharpest known form of the Radon-Nikodym

theorem to date is due to Segal and appears in Segal [6] and Zaanen [7],

The purpose of this paper is to answer some basic questions left unasked

by Segal and Zaanen and, at the same time, attempt to throw some light

upon the Radon-Nikodym theorems for regular Borel measures, and upon the

way some of these can be made to follow simply from their abstract counter-

parts.

Notation.  Measures  p and  À will be nonnegative and defined on a

sigma algebra, 'Ï., of subsets of a set 5.  By a measurable set we shall

simply mean a member of  S.  A measurable set  A   is called p-null if

piA) = 0.  If every measurable subset of A  with finite  p measure is //-null,

then we say that A is /¿-locally null. The nonnull locally null sets of a

measure p can be "killed" by replacing p by its corresponding contracted

measure p    defined by p (A) = sup \p(B): B C A  and piB) < <x\. (See Zaanen

[7, §10].) Clearly, p = p    iff p has no nonnull locally null sets. If every

/¿-null set is  À-null, then we say that  k is absolutely continuous with re-

spect to p and write  À « p.  The relation dk = g dp is said to hold

_
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p-locally (respectively, k-locally) in a set A  if we have

(1) k(B) =   f   gdß
J B

for every /¿-sigma finite (À-sigma finite) subset  B  of A.   If (1) holds for

every measurable subset  B  of A, then the relation dk = g dp is said to

hold globally in  A.  If A   is not mentioned then it will be understood that

A = S.   The minimum of measures  p and  À (in the lattice of nonnegative

measures defined on  2) will be denoted as usual by p .A A.  A cross section

of a measure p is a family  {g . : p(A) is sigma finite! where for each A,

g .   is a nonnegative measurable function which vanishes /¿-almost every-

where outside  A, and such that whenever A   and  B  ate /¿-sigma finite sets,

the functions gA   and g„   agree /¿-almost everywhere in A O B.

Theorem 1.1 (The classical Radon-Nikodym theorem).  // k«p and p

is sigma finite, then there exists a measurable function g such that dk —

g dp globally.

Note that  À need not be sigma finite (Halmos [1, p. 13l]).   From this

theorem the following general result follows easily (Zaanen [7, Theorem

7.3]).

Theorem 1.2.  // k « p, then there exists a cross section  \gA \ of p

such that whenever a set A   is p-sigma finite, we have dk = g. dp globally

in A.

The work of Segal and Zaanen is largely concerned with the question

as to when every cross section  \gA } of a given measure p can be pieced

together into a single measurable function  g  which will agree /¿-almost

everywhere with each function g .   on the corresponding set A.  They show

that this property of p (called the R-N property) is equivalent to the condi-

tion that given any  k satisfying  k « p, there exists a measurable function

g   such that dk = g dp /¿-locally.  Among the other equivalent conditions

that they give are Segal's well-known criterion of localizability and the con-

dition that  L  (p)   = L°°ip).   In addition, they show that if p is decomposable

into finite measures (Hewitt and Stromberg [3, VV 19.25 and 19.27], and

Zaanen [7, Theorem 7.1]), then  p has the  R-N  property.  Of course, every

sigma finite measure has the  R-N property.

However, Segal and Zaanen do not give conditions under which the

relation dk = g dp will be valid globally, and it is with this question that

we .are concerned here.
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2.  Compatibility.  If  k has no nonnull locally null sets, then whenever

A(A) = oo, A  must contain subsets of arbitrarily large finite  À measure, and

consequently, if for a given p, the relation dk = g dp holds  À-locally, it

actually holds globally.  However, even if neither p nor À has nonnull

locally null sets, the relation dk = g dp can quite easily hold /¿-locally

without holding globally.  We may look, for instance, at the famous "Saks

example" in which À is Lebesgue measure and  /¿ is counting measure on

the measurable subsets of  [0, l].  In this example we see that dk = 0dp

/¿-locally, but that there is no function g  such that dk = g dp globally.

Definition.  We say that  À is compatible with /¿ if whenever 0 < A(A)

< °°, there exists a measurable subset B  of A   such that  A(B) > 0  and

piB) < oo.

Note that any measure is compatible with a sigma finite measure. The

following theorem is clear:

Theorem 2.1. A necessary condition for the existence of a measurable

function g such that dk - g dp globally is that k « p and that k be com-

patible with p.

The converse of Theorem 2.1 does not hold, as we see in the following

three examples:

Example 1. (Cf. Zaanen [7, Example 4]   or Royden [4, p. 249, Problem

46].) Let M  and N be uncountable sets such that  \M\ < \N\, and let S =

M x N.   Call a set A  measurable if, for every horizontal or vertical line  L

in M x N, either L O A  or  L\A  is countable.  For each measurable A, let

/¿(A)  be the number of horizontal or vertical lines  L   such that  L\A  is

countable, and define  A(A)  similarly, counting the horizontal lines only.

Then although neither p nor k has nonnull locally null sets and  k is com-

patible with p and  À « p, there is no function g  such that dk = g dp

globally, nor even a g  such that dk = g dp /¿-locally.  Of course, p does not

have the R-N property.

Example 2.  Let R ,  be the discrete group of reals and let  À be Haar

measure on the locally compact group  R , x R.  Define p to be  À plus the

counting measure on  R , x \0\.  Then  k is compatible with p and  k « p,

and although it is easy to find g  such that dk = g dp /¿-locally, there is no

g  suchthat dk = gdp globally.

Example 3. Let p be Haar measure on R , x R and let À = p .  Then

À is compatible with p, k« p, k has no nonnull locally null sets, and

dk = 1 dp /¿-locally, but there is no g  such that  dk — gdp globally.
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If k is finite, the pathology of the above examples disappears.

Theorem 2.2.  // kiS) < oo, À « p, and k is compatible with p, then

there exists a measurable function g such that  dk = g dp globally.

Proof.  Define  a = supjÀ(A): /¿(A) is sigma finite!, and choose an in-

creasing sequence  {A   | of measurable sets such that  À(A   )—>a  as 72—>°o,
0 Á 72 72

and define A = U"0.^  •   Then A(A) = a and A  is /¿-sigma finite. Clearly

À(5\A) = 0, for otherwise there would exist a measurable subset  B  of  S\A

such that  A(B) 4 0  and /¿(B) < 00, and we would have  À(A U B) > a, in spite

of the fact that piA U B)  is sigma finite.  Using the classical Radon-Nikodym

theorem, choose a measurable function g  such that dk = g dp holds glob-

ally inside A, and define g(x) = 0 for every x outside A.   Clearly, dk =

g dp globally.  This completes the proof.

In the Saks example (above), À fails to be compatible with  p in a

rather strong way. In fact, À is totally incompatible with p, by which we

mean that A(A) 4 0 =»/¿(A) = °a.   By returning to one of the classical proofs

of the Radon-Nikodym theorem, we can improve Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.3.  Suppose  k is finite.   Then  k can be uniquely decomposed

into the sum of three measures  k  , k   and k , where k    is singular to /¿,

k   is totally incompatible with p ,and k    is both absolutely continuous and

compatible with p.   A fortiori there exists g e L  ip) such that A(A) =

À (A) + kfiA) + j.gdfjL, for every measurable set A.

Proof.  Define cp = k + p, and let  T be the functional on  L  icp) de-

fined by T(f) = fsfdk fot every f e L  icp).  Then since

I Tif)\ 2<\f$ fdk\ 2 < kiS) fs\f\2dk< kiS) fs\f\2 dtp,

we see that  ||T|| < \fkiS).  Therefore, there exists h e L  icp) such that 0 <

h < 1  and   Lf dk = Lfh dip tot every f £ L  icp).  The proof is now concluded

by defining k , k   and  k    to be the respective restrictions of  k to the sets

of points x where hix) is, respectively, one, zero, or satisfies  0 < hix) <

1, and defining g = ih/il = h))yc, where  C = \x: 0 < hix) < l\.

It follows from these theorems that even if the measure p fails to have

the R-N property, we can nevertheless obtain the relation dk = g dp glob-

ally when   À is finite, k« p and k is compatible with p. Furthermore we obtain

Corollary 2.4.   Let  T  be a bounded linear functional on L  ip), and

suppose there exists a constant  K such that   |7/(/)| .< K\\f\\     for every
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f £ L  ip).  Then there exists g e L°°(p) such that  T(f) = ffgdp for every

I e L \).

Proof.  Note that by   ||/||      we mean the least number  a such that

\x: f(x) > a\ is p-locally null.  We may assume  T > 0.  Now for every

measurable set  A  define  k(A) = s\ip\Tiy„): B C A   and /¿(B) < °°¡.   Then

the measure  k is finite, k«p and  À is compatible with  p, and so by

Theorem 2.2 there exists  g  such that  dk = g dp globally, and it is easy to

see that the function g  has all the required properties.

3. The case k infinite. We have remarked that if k is infinite, then

Theorem 2.1 has no general converse. Positive results may be obtained,

however, by imposing certain other restrictions on p and  A.

Theorem 3.1.  Suppose neither k nor p has nonnull locally null sets,

k « p, k is compatible with p, and that there exists a measurable function

g  such that dk = g dp p-locally.   i/The latter condition would hold, for exam-

ple, if p had the  R-N property.) Then for any such function g we have

dk = g dp globally.

Proof.  We need only show that dk = g dp. A-locally.  Suppose  A(A) < °o

and, using Theorem 2.2, choose a function h  defined in A   such that dk —

h dp globally in A.   Clearly  h and g  agree  /¿-locally almost everywhere,

and therefore /¿-almost everywhere, in A. Hence  À(A) = f.h dp = fAgdp,

and the result follows.

Theorem 3.2.  Suppose neither k nor p has nonnull locally null sets,

k « p, k is compatible with p, and that  k has the  R-N property.   Then there

exists a measurable function g  such that given any measurable set A,

there exists a measurable subset B  of A  such that  A(A) = A(B) = f„gdp.

Proof.  For every set A  of sigma finite  A measure, choose a measur-

able function gA  which vanishes outside A  and satisfies dk = gA dp

globally in A (see Theorem 2.2).  Note that if A   and  B  are two sets of

sigma finite  A measure, then g.   and g„  clearly agree  /¿-locally almost

everywhere, and therefore  /i-almost everywhere, in A fl B.  Therefore since

A « /¿ we see that gA   and g„  agree  A-almost everywhere in A !~\ B, and

it follows that  \gA- A(A) is sigma finite! is a cross section of A, and so there

exists a measurable function g  such that whenever A(A) is sigma finite,

g  and g .   agree  A-almost everywhere in  A.
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Now suppose that A(A) < oo, and define  B = \x e A: gAx) = gix)\.

Then A(A) = A(B) = jBgA dp. = fBgdp, and, in particular, A(A) < fAg dp.

On the other hand, if A(A) = oo, we see that  A   contains subsets  B  of

arbitrarily large finite  A measure, and we obtain

f   g dp > sup } f   g dp: B C A  and  A(S) < °°>

> supiA(B): B Ç A and A(S) <«>} = «,.

This completes the proof.

Roughly speaking, small measures are more likely to have the  R-N

property than large ones.  Therefore the following combination of Theorems

3.1 and 3.2 is of interest.

Theorem 3.3.  Suppose neither A 72or p has nonnull locally null sets,

A « p, A is compatible with p, and p A A has the R-N property.   Then

there exists a measurable function g such that the conclusions of Theorem

3.2 hold.

Proof.  The result follows on combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, after

noticing that  A « p AA, and p A A clearly has no nonnull locally null sets.

4.  Regular Borel measures.   By a regular Borel measure on a locally

compact space  S we mean a measure  p constructed from a nonnegative func-

tional as in Rudin [5, Theorem 2.14], or Hewitt and Ross [2, Chapter 11],

or Hewitt and Stromberg [3, §§9 and 10].  p is really an outer measure de-

fined on all subsets of S, and is a measure on the family  2    of /¿-measur-

able sets which contains all Borel sets.  Note that if A and p ate regular

Borel measures, and every  /i-null set is  A-locally null (for example, we

might have  A « p), then  2    C 2,. , so we may regard both  A and p as de-

fined on the same sigma algebra  Z.  .  Furthermore, A is automatically com-

patible with p, fot if 0 .< A(A) < oo, then there is a compact subset  K of A

such that  A(K) > 0, and of course piK) < oo.   Finally, we note from Hewitt

and Stromberg [3, Corollary 19.31] that a regular Borel measure has the

R-N property.1

From these observations, we obtain immediate proofs of the following

three theorems (the first two of which are well known).

*In saying that a regular Borel measure has the R-N property, we regard p.  as

defined on all   u-measurable  sets, not only on    the Borel sets.
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Theorem 4.1    (Hewitt and Stromberg [3, Theorem 19.32]).  Let p be a

regular Borel measure, let  A be any measure defined on 2    and suppose

A « p.   Then there is a p-measurable function g such that dk = g dp

p-locally.

Proof.  The result follows at once since  p has the R-N property.

Theorem 4.1 is essentially the same result as Hewitt and Ross [2,

Theorem 12.17]. (It really is!)

Theorem 4.2 (Hewitt and Ross [2, Theorem 14.19]).  Let  A and p be

regular Borel measures, suppose  k«p and suppose  kiS) < 00.   Then

there is a p-measurable function g  such that dk = gdp globally.

Proof.  The result follows at once from Theorem 2.2 since  A is com-

patible with p.

The following result follows at once from Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 4.3. // A and p are regular Borel measures and neither k

nor p has nonnull locally null sets and A « p, there is a p-measurable

function g such that dk = g dp globally.

Actually, one can do better than this, but the sharper result must be

proved directly:

Theorem 4.4.   Let  A and p be regular Borel measures and suppose

that every p-null set is k-locally null.   Then there is a p-measurable ¡une -

tion g such that dk-gdp k-locally.

Proof.  Choose a family A of compact sets for the measure  A as in

Hewitt and Ross [2, Theorem 11.39]. Let N = A U?-  Then N is A-local-

ly null. For each F e Î the measure kp, defined by kp(A) = A(A n F) for

all  2  -measurable sets  A, is a finite measure compatible with p, and so

by Theorem 2.2 there is a  /¿-measurable function gp  such that dkp =

gpdp globally.  We may assume that gP  is zero outside  F.   Define g  as

follows: If x e N then gix) = 0, and if x £ F £ J  then gix) = gp(x).  Then

g  is /¿-measurable: (This may be a little surprising, since there is no rea-

son to expect iV e 2   .) For if a< 0 then ¡x: g(x) > a\ = S, and if a > 0,

then  {x: g(x) > a\ is  /¿-measurable since its intersection with any compact

set  K is of the form   (J^jKOÍx: gp (x) > a! e 2  .  Clearly  dk = g dp

A-locally.

This gives the ultimate result for regular Borel measures:
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Corollary 4.5.   Let  A and p be regular Borel measures, suppose  A

has no nonnull locally null sets and A « p.   Then there exists a p-measur-

able function g such that dk = g dp globally.

Remark.   Example 2 shows that in Corollary 4.5 we cannot dispense

with the assumption that  A has no nonnull locally null sets.

Example 3 shows that in Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 we cannot

dispense with the assumption that  A be regular.  It also shows that in

Theorem 3.1 we cannot dispense with the assumption that p have no nonnull

locally null sets.

Note however, that in Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, p may have non-

null locally null sets.
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